The war in Europe is an imperialist war. It is the direct result of the imperialist peace of Versailles. Like the war of 1814-1815 it is fought on all sides for imperialist ends.

For the second time in a quarter of a century, German imperialism is challenging the British empire. The independence of the Polish capitalist state is not the issue. This is recognized by all intelligent people.

We denounce as a lie the statement of Chamberlain in Parliament that Britain went to war to uphold the independence of Poland and to crush Hitlerism. British imperialism imposed the Versailles peace on the world. British imperialism enslaves five hundred million people in Africa, India, the Arabian peninsula and the Far East.

British imperialism is the mortal enemy of British imperialist rule. Two years ago British warships blew revolting negro workers to pieces in the West Indies. The sun never sets on British oppression. Today, in democratic England, an elderly worker cannot change his job without the consent of the war ministry. If Britain wins this war it will impose the Versailles peace on all countries.

We denounce as lackeys of British imperialism and traitors to the working class the leaders of the Labor Party who attacked Chamberlain in the House of Commons for defrauding the declaimers of the war.

TRAITORS

We denounce as traitors to the Jewish people everywhere the leaders of the Zionist movement who, as a result of their World Congress recently with a pledge of support to the British government on the day that Chamberlain sent in British troops to crush the national German workers in the struggle against British capitalism.

We denounce as a lie the declaimers of the war who, under the leadership of the Versailles imperialist governments, and the Jewish bankers and financiers of the Zionist state, the Soviet state, Czech, Polish, Hungarian, Ukrainian and Russian governments, supported the Czech state to Britain. The same government, D. J. A. D. r. e. government, crushed the general strike of November, 1938, abolished the forty hour week and imposed a parasitic sixty week for munitions workers. In former Poland and in Czechoslovakia the workers are down in blood the struggle of the colonial peoples for independence. Zionism and the declarations of the leaders of the Jewish state, the leaders of the Jewish government of the United States, D. J. A. D. r. e., the Jewish bankers of the Jewish state are lying about fighting for civilization and democracy. Zionism was imposed on Poland and Russia by the Versailles peace and by twenty years of Jewish hunger, Jewish revolution, Jewish war.

Soon millions of men will learn that they can end the war, establish peace and build a decent life. They will understand, because they are fighting for the same objectives as the Versailles treaty.

NATIONAL UNITY?

Roosevelt wants national unity in the present, what he calls, "limited emergency." On May 1st, 1938 he also appealed for national unity.

National unity is national imperialism.

National unity is the bird of war, the capitalist class, the unity of the lion with the lamb.

National unity means submission of the working class to the ruling class; no strikes against wage cuts and price-cut; submission to the rising cost of living.

National unity means demobilization against the war. The national capitalists are fighting the war, not for our interests, but for robbery and oppression to a war of the workers of all countries.

Down with national unity! Long live the class struggle!

The Polish, Ukrainian and Jewish masses should fight together. But from the Polish government the Jews should demand arms, and liberty.

REVOLUTION

Out of this war as out of the World War will come revolutions. Two and a half years of the World War produced revolution in Finland and Russia. Four years after the war's outbreak there was a great revolution in Germany. In spite of the Hambur- gary it took five years. In Italy the workers' revolution is to be considered.

The situation in France is revolutionary. The revolution threatened in France and Spain.

This time the revolution will come more quickly. The liberal governments are weaker. The war is not popular. In no country is there any substantial or wholesale support.

The lies about fighting for civilization and democracy have been exposed by the Versailles peace and by twenty years of Jewish hunger, Jewish revolution, Jewish war.

The American capitalists are in the same dilemmas as their British learn. They demand national unity to deceive the workers, but the American capitalists are in the same dilemma as their British.”

NATIONAL REVOLUTION

In all countries the revolutionists will help the workers learn that military defeat which results from revolutionary mass action by the workers at home and at the front will speed the victory of the war. The workers will transform the war waged by the imperialist states into a revolution of the working class against the capitalists and the war of the workers of all countries against the capitalists.

World revolution will end war and put an end to it forever.
An Open Letter to Revolutionists

Comrades:

The Central Committee of the Revolutionary Union of the United States appeals to all revolutionists in the United States to present affiliations, to unite.

The situation in the country today demands it.

The outbreak of the war in Europe is a disaster unprecedented in our nation's history, and the new situation, new perspectives and imperatives, call upon revolutionists to meet their responsibilities.

The new situation arises from the international situation which side wins the war will give rise to a new round of the world's history and will not be confined to the belligerent countries, but will have an important impact on all parts of Europe and Asia. It will inevitably affect the development of the world revolution.

For the revolutionists of the entire world, this is an especially opportune opportunity to spread socialism among the masses of the people in the world and create an opportunity to give the world a new society in which war, unemployment and hunger are barbarous relics of the past.

The present world crisis is not a crisis of capitalism but of imperialism. From its very nature, the crisis is inescapable, and will increase the class struggles and class conflicts in the entire world.

The capitalist rulers are trying to solve the problem of the world economic crisis by taking measures that will aggravate the situation and will lead to the deepening of the crisis.

The crisis is not a crisis of capitalism, but of imperialism, and the crisis of imperialism.
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Tuttle Attacks Chrysler Grievance Set-up

The following is the text of a document circulated among the employees of the Tuttle Agency in the Chrysler Corporation. The author, who is not a member of the United Auto Workers, was listed as president of the Union at the time the document was prepared.

We do not know if the document was written or distributed, but this document should be published. It is significant because it regards us as a serious threat on the part of an important union and its leadership and the actions of the union to remedy a serious problem in an organized way. We believe that it should be brought to the attention of all workers in all companies generally.

Tuttle called for business agents to take the lead on negotiations and contracts with the corporation. We believe that the document embodies the kind of contract that will be important in shaping the future of our movement. There will be no collaboration with the company unless the contract is a fair one. The way to improve this document is for all workers to take an active role in the negotiations and to make sure that the contract is fair and just.

With the class-collaborationist policy of the present leadership we will not be able to win the support of the workers. The tasks of the workers are independent of the present leadership. The documents of the class-collaborationist policy will be fought and changed. The new leadership must have the support of the workers.

The two problems are not connected. The question of the company's right to strike is a question of the workers' right to strike. The question is what the workers can do to protect their rights. What the new leadership can do is to protect the workers right to strike. The workers must be able to make the decision for themselves.
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A STEP FORWARD

REVOLUTION appears now for the first time as a printed paper, after being for a year and a half as a mimeographed journal. This advance was made possible by the tireless work of the members of the League and the support of its friends. In its present format REVOLUTION will be better able to fulfill the promise which its founders held out to its members and supporters make REVOLUTION will increase the frequency of its appearance, the number of its pages and its circulation.

IN MEMORIAM: LOUIS BASKY

August 18 marked a year that our comrade, Louis Basky, died. It would have been a happy day for Louis to have been alive to see this issue of REVOLUTION. His comrade Louis L suchen contributed to the building of REVOLUTION. He suggested its name and took the lead in working out its policy.

But the members of the League resolved to carry on the work we began with our former comrade. The appearance of REVOLUTION as a printed paper is a token of the fact that the League is keeping faith with its confidence in it.

And in the same city picking of foreign consulates is now forbidden, as is mass picketing by order of Hisexoner, the Mayor, Florencio H. La Guardia, otherwise known as the Little Fink.

This will be only the beginning.

Unless

The workers take a hand in the proceedings and tell the mayor, the employers and cops of this fair land exactly where to get off.

Tuttle

(Continued from Page 3)

Looking

For a Job

A few months ago I was fired, because the company 'or which I was working was in a depression and my company, and in doing so, cut a whole lot of the workers. I applied for Unemployment Compensation, but was rejected in July. Normally, a two weeks waiting period is in effect for at least three payments start, but so hap hazardly that my former employer did not pay me in full. They paid me a little less than the salary which I drew; however, he corrected this error and now this man is no longer alive. I was rejected at that time. It is now September 8, and as yet I have heard nothing back from the Unemployment Compensation Division. I applied for Unemploy ment Compensation and, every week I am told, "You have not been rejected; it is just not done about it. You will just have to wait." I have been doing this for awhile now and am having to go hungry and so are others waiting in line, and they have wait for five, six, and seven weeks.

Gyp Agency

Unable to pay an employment agency, I registered with them. They said they were "true" employment agencies. After a week or two, I received a telephone call from O'Shea, a "helping hands" Employment Bureau. It said a man wanted to see me. A voice at the other end of the phone told me that it would be interested in a tempor ary job, and I asked what that was.

I answered that I certainly would. Then she told me to come down to the employment bureau and get a job as possible, and that we would be required to bring in $10.00 and sign a note with me. I answered that I had been out of work for 16 weeks, and had saved $10.00, and asked that when I reported to work they didn't say anything about such a deposit. She told me she would call me back in an hour, in which time I could think it over. She never called.

Later that week, I went down to the gyp agency. I told the man I had signed a note and paid $10.00 out of my money. He said, "Forget it, you can go to the prospective employer, if you want on the federal agency had sent several other men to the same job. I was one among those who did not get the job. Upon returning to the agency, I got a job, but it only paid $7.50 a week and I tried again to collect his money, and this time, I learned the man had been taken money was on longer working there.

Letters

(Continued from Page 1)

Roosevelt

(Continued from Page 1)

That the government is in earnest about the war, the enemy which can be seen from the Tribune dispatch is Secret plans of the war and the secret draft of American man power, which our correspondents in event of this nation's entry into a European war were revealed to us by their different authoritative sources. That must mean high ranking officials in favor of the drafting of the registration if it does not mean the judgment, to be expressed in the dispatch appeared in a German or Italian paper the American corres pondent is reporting, it would be impossible to get the millions of workers and their families to the army.

Tuttle

Tuttle was fired over a single complaint. He was caught stealing a small amount of tobacco after the first strike of the workers. He was fired, and when the workers went on strike, the strength of the strike surprised him and he was weakening. The union has taken the strike back and is trying to organize the board.

This strike can win. The season has begun and there is no production. The boss can afford to pay the wage increases because his rate of profit is higher than the average. He is the largest producer in the country and his plant is the largest unvaccined technically. The workers must intensify the picketing and stop all shipments. The union claims it only has $400.00 in the treasury and can't finance the strike. Then appeal for funds from the district and regional N.Y.C. of the Federation. If you lose, they will lose.

D. Whitman

The plant running 40 hours a week with half the force laid off. Every one in Local 140 knows to work Saturday for straight time, because men are fighting each other for a few hours work a year.

No more Stevedores fired over a case that has been in negotiation 16 months, but the Plant Committee knowing nothing about it until it happened.

Personal Recommendation

No man Stevedores taking authority that does not belong to them, for a Stevedor will have NO authority, except in the presence of the Chairman of the Committee, and that nothing can be done, unless the Chairman be responsible —not the Stevedor.

Let the Chairman be a man who understands the Policy of the UAW. Let him be a man who can respect what he is doing, that the UAW be not WRITING, to any Stevedor who asks a few questions, be not responsible for it when he does it. I say to this personal rec ommendation that no one else is responsible for it. I say to this personal re commendation that it cannot be questioned or be the case, that I seek no job or position in the Local, I have never yet ac cepted a nomination for any thing and I want none now. I say to this personal re commendation that will protect the job I work on the street, and I want it on the same thing. I leave it to your judgment, to be expressed in a special meeting soon to be held, whether or not this is THE WAY TO GET IT, Frank this.